Electronic energy transfer in benzophenone adlayer.
The extent to which energy transfer occurs in electronically excited organic adlayer films on dielectric surfaces is investigated. Migration and subsequent trapping of the energy in the film are observed by pumping the singlet state of an organic adlayer of benzophenone and by monitoring the phosphorescence and fluorescence lifetimes. To observe the effects of adsorption, benzophenone was chosen as the adlayer because the energies of its well characterizedn,π carbonyl states are remarkably sensitive to solvent interactions. Upon excitation with a nitrogen laser, the perturbation on the electronic states of benzophenone by the substrate caused the emergence of the normally absent fluorescence from the adlayer traps at the interface between the surface of the dielectric substrate and the adlayer. Energy transfer to this interface was observed as a function of film thickness. On the surface of a single crystal of an organic crystal, naphthalene, energy transfer from the adlayer to the substrate was observed, whereas such transfer was not energetically possible with the other dielectric surfaces.